FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

DXV SpaLet Bidet Toilet Presents New Luxury Features
for the Contemporary Hospitality Bathing Sanctuary
AT200 LS Offers Guests Customized Water-Cleansing Functionality, Air-Freshening
Performance and Seamless Beauty for a Refreshing, Spa-Like Experience
LAS VEGAS, HD EXPO (May 2, 2018) ― Expanding its collection of innovative SpaLet bidet
toilets, luxury brand DXV, part of LIXIL, maker of pioneering water and housing products,
introduces the AT200 LS SpaLet integrated electronic bidet toilet. Combining peerless design
and flawless engineering, this elegant fixture offers new, technologically advanced features that
transform the daily ritual of visiting the bathroom into a pampering and rejuvenating experience
for hotel guests.

DXV SpaLet dual-flush bidet toilets provide a variety of
completely automated, easily adjustable functions to turn
the bathroom into a relaxing, life-enhancing space.
Extravagant conveniences include hands-free flushing,
automated lid opening and closing, and seat heating for
the ultimate in bathroom luxury. The state-of-the-art DXV
AT200 LS SpaLet delivers the ultimate in performance
and efficiency, with its completely adjustable two-nozzle
water-spray system and integrated air dryer for a fresh,
right-out-of-the-shower feeling.

New features of the DXV AT200 LS SpaLet include two
innovative functions for odor control: the Air Shield

Bringing a feeling of spa-inspired luxury to
the bathroom, the state-of-the-art AT200
LS SpaLet from DXV offers an unrivalled
range of sophisticated features housed in a
sleek and stylish fixture ideal for
contemporary bathrooms.

deodorizer with a replaceable charcoal filter, and Room
Refresh, which utilizes pioneering Plasmacluster ion technology to purify the air in the room
after use.
- more -
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To further improve hygiene, Plasmacluster technology is also used with a blue light that cleans
the air inside the bowl when the lid is closed while the exclusive Hyper Clean surface preserves
bowl cleanliness and prevents scratches.

Smartly styled with a full skirted base, the dual-flush DXV AT200 LS SpaLet offers the choice of
a light, 0.92 gallons per flush (gpf) or a full, 1.32 gpf volume, and is WaterSense-certified.

The DXV AT200 LS SpaLet bidet toilet is available through an exclusive network of showrooms
across North America. List price is $4,200.

To learn more, visit DXV.com.
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ABOUT DXV
DXV is a portfolio of luxury bath and kitchen products that reimagines the most influential design
movements during the past 150 years: Classic (1890-1920), Golden Era (1920-1950), Modern (19501990), and Contemporary (1990-Present). The brand has been recognized with more than 15 product
innovation and design awards in the past four years. DXV is part of LIXIL, a global leader in housing and
building materials products and services. The DXV Showroom at Flatiron is open to explore the full
breadth of deluxe products and collections. Learn more at www.dxv.com, or follow us at
facebook.com/dxv, twitter.com/DXV, youtube.com/DXVLuxury, pinterest.com/dxv,
instagram.com/dxvluxury.
ABOUT LIXIL
LIXIL makes pioneering water and housing products that solve everyday, real-life challenges, making
better homes a reality for everyone, everywhere. Drawing on our Japanese heritage, we create worldleading technology and innovate to make high quality products that transform homes. But the LIXIL
difference is how we do this; through meaningful design, an entrepreneurial spirit, a dedication to
improving accessibility for all, and responsible business growth. Our approach comes to life through
industry leading brands, including INAX, GROHE, American Standard, and TOSTEM, as well as specialty
brands such as DXV. Over 70,000 colleagues operating in more than 150 countries are proud to make
products that touch the lives of more than a billion people every day.
Learn more at www.lixil.com, facebook.com/lixilgroup and www.linkedin.com/company/lixil-group.
AT200® and SpaLet® are registered trademarks of AS America, Inc.
WaterSense® is a registered trademark of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).
Plasmacluster® is a registered trademark of Sharp Corporation.
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